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The farm, the garden, the fireside.
The classic social history of the Great English
Agricultural Uprising of 1839 by two of the greatest
historians of our age. In our increasingly mechanized
age, the Swing revolts are a timely record of the
relationship between technological advance, labour and
poverty.With the onset of the Industrial Revolution,
capitalism swept from the cities into the countryside, and
tensions mounted between agricultural workers and
employers. From 1830 on, a series of revolts, known as
the ‘Swing’ shook England to its core. Landowners
wanting to make their land more profitable started to use
machinery to harvest crops, causing widespread misery
among rural communities. Captain Swing reveals the
background to that upheaval, from its rise to its fall, and
shines a light on the people who tried to change the
world and save their livelihoods.
Following her New York Times Editor’s Choice
collection of short stories Tales of the New World,
historical fiction master Sabina Murray returns with an
epic and bold novel of friendship and betrayal set across
four continents and a 40 year time-span. In prose that is
darkly humorous and alive with detail, Valiant Gentlemen
reimagines the lives and intimate friendships of
humanitarian and Irish patriot Roger Casement; his
closest friend, Herbert Ward; and Ward’s extraordinary
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wife, the Argentinian-American
heiress Sarita Sanford.
Valiant Gentlemen takes the reader on an intimate
journey, from Ward and Casement’s misadventurous
youth in the Congo—where, among other things, they
bore witness to an Irish whiskey heir’s taste for
cannibalism—to Ward’s marriage to Sarita and their
flourishing family life in France, to Casement’s covert
homosexuality and enduring nomadic lifestyle floating
between his work across the African continent and
involvement in Irish politics. When World War I breaks
out, Casement and Ward’s longstanding political
differences finally come to a head and when Ward and
his teenage sons leave to fight on the frontlines for
England, Casement begins to work alongside the
Germans to help free Ireland from British rule. What
results is tragic and riveting, as both men are forced to
confront notions of love and betrayal in the face of the
vastly different tracks their lives have taken. Reminiscent
of the work of Peter Carey and Michael Ondaatje, Valiant
Gentlemen is a uniquely human account of some of early
20th century’s larger historical figures from a “ravishing”
(O magazine) and “brilliant” (Boston Globe) voice in
fiction today.
A quartet of prospective brides prepares for their
weddings in unexpected ways in a collection of historical
romance tales that include Christina Dodd's "The Lady
and the Tiger," "Melting Ice" by Stephanie Laurens,
"Wedding Knight" by Celeste Bradley, and Leslie
LaFoy's "The Proposition." Original.
The problem? I aint getting enough! (Its flat-out
addicting, yall!) I already have a boy toy, yall, and he
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Sex great in bed, wellreally is gorgeous,
charming,
hung (I saw that thread, LMAO), and is totally respectful
of Mr. Web and our relationship. He is pretty much
perfect in every way except one: he travels and is pretty
much gone all the damn time. When we do get to play,
its awesome, but I think Id like to have it a little more
frequently. OK, OK, I would like to have it a lot more
frequently (LOL). What can I say? Im a freak! So I am
actively looking for another boy toy . . . or toys. Which
brings me to my second problem: we are in the middle of
freaking nowhere in the freaking Bible belt! What is a
horny (but fairly picky) chick to do? I think Im screwed (or
not screwed in this case). Any suggestions, comments,
and just plain ol sympathy will be welcome (LOL).
What if one day you discover everything you have ever
believed about world and relationships was a lie?
Imagine everything you have ever been taught
concerning women and how to engage them was
fabricated? What if you discovered your family, the
media, the film industry, the music industry, women, as
well as the government were greatly invested in your
miseducation? The Gentlemen's Book Of Enlightenment
seeks to explore these questions and reveal a truth that
has been hidden in plain sight. Men were bred to be
utilities and are disposable. Weather through war, taxes,
marriage, children, divorce, alimony, or child support
men are forced to sacrifice their happiness and live a life
of servitude in many if not all these areas. The reality is
men are not valued as people. Men receive value based
on what they can provide. This book is a guide to help
men avoid the pitfalls of a society who has laid various
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traps in the minefield
we call Sex
life. Join us on this journey
as we discover the truth in chapters like "Love Vs.
Respect", "What Does She Have To Offer You", and
"You Will Never Make Her Happy". This book seeks to
enlighten men and help start their journey to true
happiness and walk away from system that only wants to
keep them in bondage.
The epic ramblings of a young professional in the South
in his Quixote-like quest to find ''the One.'' This book
contains several of his adventures, misadventures,
thoughts, and advice for all Southerners who are on the
trail to find that special someone.
A new edition of Shakespeare?'s play in accordance with
the work of the Shakespeare and Schools Project and
the national curriculum.

"Choosing a wife is not a task that should be
undertaken lightly." Bennett Montague, sixteenth
Duke of Aveley, is seeking the perfect bride. He's
narrowed his search to five worthy "Potentials"…until
the arrival of his aunt's companion unravels his
carefully laid plans. Having fought for everything she
has, Amelia Mansfield is incensed by Bennett's wifeselection methods. But as she's forced to spend time
in his company, she begins to see another side to
Bennett—and that man is infinitely more tantalizing
and enticing…
A native of Pomabamba, Peru, Dorila A. Marting
grew up surrounded by the tales of her native city as
told by family members and local Quechua
storytellers. In Peruvian Short Stories, Marting brings
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these childhood accounts to life with a narrative that
is as distinctively authentic as it is universally
relatable. "This Peruvian legend has many versions
depending on who is telling, the story. I will relate to
you what I heard a long, long time ago, as a child,
from an elderly storyteller Quechua woman named
Mama Cunchina ... " -The Cave of Maria Josefa With
voices spanning from the small and elderly mouse
(The Emigration of Domestic Animals) to the allencompassing Mama Patcha (Mother Earth), every
story is uniquely enchanting while still supporting the
overall parable that is weaved throughout the
collection. Marting illustrates her memories with the
ease of the Quechua storytellers of her youth, and
indeed these accounts of love, loss, family, nature,
friendship, and respect are as crucial and resonant
today as they were during the inception of Peruvian
Folklore. I invite you to navigate to a foreign land and
to a foreign culture and enjoy these stories as much
as I have ... " -Mary L. Jones, Introduction
Book 2 of True Gentlemen, Grace Burrowes'
gorgeous new Regency series. From New York
Times and USA Today bestselling author Grace
Burrowes comes another sparkling Regency
romance filled with desire and drama, featuring the
Haddonfield ladies and their loves An Honorable Life
Daniel Banks is a man of the cloth whose vocation is
the last comfort he has left-and even his
churchman's collar is beginning to feel like a noose.
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At the urging of family, Daniel attempts to start his
life over as vicar in the sleepy Kentish town of
Haddondale, family seat to the earls of Bellefonte.
Challenged by Passion Resigned to spinsterhood,
Lady Kirsten Haddonfield welcomes the new vicar to
stay at her family's home while his is under
renovation. Suddenly the handsome visitor has
Kirsten rethinking her ideas about love and marriage,
but a dreadful secret from Daniel's past may cast a
shadow too long for either of them to overcome.
True Gentlemen series: Tremaine's True Love (Book
1) Daniels' True Desire (Book 2) Will's True Wish
(Book 3) Praise for The Duke's Disaster: "Charming,
funny, filled with suspense and intrigue... an
engaging read." -Fresh Fiction "Burrowes skillfully
explores the importance of trust in a relationship, as
well as love and passion, bringing a depth of
emotion to her romance that resonates with
readers." -RT Book Reviews
Cincinnati Magazine taps into the DNA of the city,
exploring shopping, dining, living, and culture and
giving readers a ringside seat on the issues shaping
the region.
New York magazine was born in 1968 after a run as an
insert of the New York Herald Tribune and quickly made
a place for itself as the trusted resource for readers
across the country. With award-winning writing and
photography covering everything from politics and food
to theater and fashion, the magazine's consistent
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Sexto its audience the
mission has been
reflect back
energy and excitement of the city itself, while celebrating
New York as both a place and an idea.
Men's Health magazine contains daily tips and articles
on fitness, nutrition, relationships, sex, career and
lifestyle.
This book describes many of the relationships, rules, and
practices involved in alternative adult lifestyles like
swinging, BDSM, and polyamory. It was written to dispel
some of the myths surrounding these lifestyles and give
a basic primer on the true way they work. Upon reading
this book, you should have a better understanding of the
importance of sex in modern marriage. This book
discusses the reason some people choose these
lifestyles, and the benefits and challenges associated
with them. It also discusses the role of communication in
modern marriage and the reasons why open, honest
communication benefits not only alternative
relationships, but traditional ones as well. There's advice
for single men and single women, and we discuss some
of the benefits, challenges, and realities facing singles in
the dating world, in and out of the lifestyle. The author
has drawn the most experience from 8 years in the
swinger lifestyle, but the lessons learned are lessons
from which anyone can benefit. In this book, those life
lessons are translated into a perspective of someone
who is not in any way interested in becoming involved in
swinging, BDSM, polyamory, or any other fetishes or
kinks. Traditional couples can learn the same lessons
that "lifestyle" people learn, without ever having to
change their beliefs or invite someone else into their
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is a tool Sex
for understanding the
lifestyle, and is the farthest thing from a recruitment tool.
There are more people becoming interested in
alternative relationships every day, but no guidebook for
how to go about living those relationships or overcome
some of the challenges they will face. This is that
guidebook.
In some small Southern towns the old ways still exist.
Breeding counts and the old boys hold court. Everyone
has a place and no one's supposed to cross the line. But
rules are made to be broken... In Southern Gentlemen,
authors Jennifer Blake and Emilie Richards deliver two
contemporary stories of family, love and betrayal, all set
against the colorful backdrop of the Deep South. This is
their South—filled with old families, old money and old
grudges. A place where the finest women are ladies and
the best men are gentlemen. And where men from the
wrong side of town have more honor than all the blue
bloods combined.
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